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It’s a notion that seems to make sense. It seems logical calves sired
by bulls of common parentage ought to be genetically and
phenotypically more alike. Hence, those calves ought to be more
uniform and exhibit greater consistency of performance and carcass
traits.

Bursting the bubble of simple logic is Jim Gosey, beef cattle
breeding specialist at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Calling the
genetic equation more complicated than some producers realize,
Gosey says the use of closely related bulls may not deliver the
uniformity and consistency producers are yearning.

“There’s still too much genetic
variation among half sibs, and even
among full sibs, to place very much
emphasis on genetic relationship,”
warns Gosey. “Statistically, it doesn’t
wash.”

Gosey admits the concept appeals to
human intuition, but the numbers tell a
different story. He says expected
progeny difference (EPD) values are
proof of the wide variation that exists
among bulls of common parentage.

As an example he points to the wide
variation in EPDs posted for a set of
half brothers sired by the well-known
Angus bull Scotch Cap (see Table 1  on
page 282). If a rancher used all 66
Scotch Cap sons, on average the result
would have been predicted by Scotch
Cap’s EPDs. But, like all bulls, Scotch
Cap sires a distribution of individuals.

Sharing genes
As for using bulls that are full sibs,

Gosey says the effect will likely be far
less than most ranchers might believe.

Linda Martin While  full brothers have a genetic
relationship that averages  50%, not all
full brothers share exactly 50% of their
genes. A small number will share
substantially more (perhaps 80%) and
others will share considerably less
(20%) genetic relationship. A dramatic
example of two full brothers that likely
have a low genetic relationship is
presented in Table 2.

Phenotypic variation is a
combination of genetic and
environmental variation, so the
heritability of traits is important.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 282

Use of half- and full-sibling bulls
is gaining popularity but.  
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he 1995 National Beef Quality Audit exposed
startling losses in carcass values due to quality
factors. Industry pundits have pointed at the

wide variation in beef quality and prodded producers to
narrow the gap. “Uniformity” and “consistency” became
industry buzzwords and a battle cy for beef breeders
striving for change through genetic selection.

Whether they are targeting a specific beef niche
through retained ownership or aiming to market peas-
in-a-pod feeder cattle, most cattlemen recognize the
advantages of a uniform calf crop. Toward that end,
some commercial cattlemen are applying a sire-selection
strategy that uses only closely related bulls. The concept
is growing in acceptance as advocates have sought to
populate their bull batteries with half brothers. Better
still, say some, is the use of full brothers.

Another contingent counters that genetic relationships
don’t guarantee uniformity

-Troy Smith

B Y  LORI GILMORE

Commercial cattleman Randy Mills set off on a journey toward
herd improvement nearly eight years ago. Since that time, the
veteran producer has been on a steady course of bettering his herd’s
maternal base. Today the full-brother concept serves as his genetic
road map, guiding the way to his ultimate destination.

In 1990, after more than 20 years in business, the Florence, Kan.,
rancher began questioning the direction of his large-scale
commercial program. Until that point, Mills had been purchasing
“good registered Angus bulls” at numerous livestock auctions.
Unfortunately, assorted pedigrees and multiple-sire pasture breeding
yielded inconsistency

“I wasn’t able to buy bulls with similar   EPDs (expected progeny
differences) because of the competition factor, and that created a
problem, at least in my mind,” Mills says.

This uncertainty forced him to reevaluate his business plan and
search for a method of achieving herd uniformity. Needing at least
18-20 new sires a year for his  60-head bull battery, Mills approached
several Angus seedstock producers hoping to obtain closely related
bulls with similar EPDs.

“Due to the numbers I require every year, it was difficult to get
bulls in the sale ring from one bloodline with simiar     EPDs or even
nonrelated bulls with comparable  EPDs," he says. Economically, this
commercial producer couldn’t compete with others wanting   top-
quality Angus bulls.

“I could see right then that  I couldn’t continue buying the
numbers that I needed and improve my herd with some sort of
consistency,” Mills says.

Initially he considered using clones. However, this option is not
readily available in the marketplace. The Kansas rancher also ruled
out using artificial insemination (AI), an unattractive alternative due
to his large cow numbers and pasture locations  spread out across
the Flint Hills and bordering grassland areas.

Still without a solution, he wondered: What is the next best
option for a commercial producer?

“I did not want to do away with what I already had going for the
last 20 to 30 years,” he says. Mills wanted improvement without
liquidating the entire herd. When a seedstock producer suggested
using full brothers, the idea piqued his interest. “I thought a lot
about the concept and finally decided to give it a try,” Mills says.
That was 1990. Today Mills sire lineup consists of five sets of full
brothers.

The full-brother concept
“A commercial producer can add more predictability to the end

product using full brothers,” says Sally  Dolezal, Oklahoma State
University Extension beef cattle breeding specialist. She explains the
full-brother concept is an approach for utilizing similar genetics,
which can ultimately add predictability and inject uniformity into a
calf crop.

Embryo transfer (ET) technology is used in generating full
siblings. Mills credits scientific advances in ET for making the     full-
brother concept financially feasible in his commercial program.

While engineering future ET matings, Mills’ focus remains on
CONTINUED ON PAGE 283
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Will Closely Related Bulls Breed Uniformity?

Admittedly, the higher the heritability of a trait, the greater the
benefit that might be gained from using related bulls. But with the
heritability of most economically important traits being 40% or less,
there is more than enough variation to foul up the scheme.

“I’d rather see a rancher identify his goals, establish his criteria
and use EPDs to select his bulls, regardless of the bulls’ genetic
relationship,” advises Gosey.

Table 1: EPDs for Scotch Cap and 66 of his s o n s

bw 5.9 (.99) l o w  of .5 to high of 9.4

ww 35 (.99) low of 12 to high of 56

milk 8 (.99) low of 2 to high of 24

yw 68 (.99) low of 38 to high of 101

marbling +.43 (.97) low of -.12 to high of +.79

scrotal circ. -.27 (.99) l o w  of -.53 to high of +.78

Table 2 :  C arison of EPDs of two full-sib bulls

Trait T O  Rancher TC Stockman

bw -.4   (.99)  8.5 (.99) 

ww 21  ( . 9 9 ) 43 (.99)

milk 15 (.91) 9 (.99)

yw  4 2   (.98) 84 (.99) 

marbling +.49 (.68) +.18 (.25)

scrotal circ. +.19 (.99) +.99

EPD and accuracy values taken from Sire Evaluation Report, Spring 1998.

(.99)

That advice is echoed by Colorado State University geneticist
Ronnie Green, who fears the concept of using  half- and full-sibling
bulls has been oversold.

“I would much rather make determinations based on the
information and degree of accuracy,” adds Green. “In other words,
base your decisions on  EPDs and phenotypic appraisal to build a
package suited to your needs. If you set specifications for birth
weight, weaning weight and so forth, then match the bulls for
phenotype, you’ll end up with bulls that are very similar and capable
of siring more consistency than bulls chosen because they were
siblings.”

 l   S e p t e m b e r  1 9 9 8

Green says the idea of using closely related bulls may have the
most value as a marketing tool for some seedstock breeders, noting
that commercial ranchers who believe full sibs will reduce variation
in their calf crops are likely to turn to breeders who offer large
numbers of bulls produced through embryo transplant.

Linda Martin, associate professor of animal breeding and genetics
at Kansas State University, agrees, calling it an easy sell. She says
inquiry about the advantages of using sibling bulls is one of the
questions most often asked by commercial producers.

“I understand why people are interested in the sibling concept,
but I fear that some people are selecting bulls mainly because they
are sibs,” offers Martin. “For some producers, selection based on
relationship has become as important as, or more important than,
selection for similar performance.”

Martin says ranchers using sibling bulls may perceive more visual
similarities among their calves, just like humans might share a family
characteristic such as a cleft chin. But if those ranchers are concerned
about traits they can measure with  EPDs, they can expect more
uniformity and consistency in calves sired by high-accuracy bulls
chosen on the basis of performance, whether those bulls are related
or not.

Increasing the odds
Martin favors using the numbers to pick balanced-trait bulls, but

she and her colleagues admit there are situations where producers
may expect sibling bulls to sire calves with less genetic variation. Full
brothers whose parents are closely related are more likely to be
genetically similar.

“Call it linebreeding for a less negative connotation, but any
increase in inbreeding increases homozygosity, so the progeny of
related animals are more likely to have similar combinations of
genes,” explains Martin. “But remember, that is a double-edged
sword. Any negative traits present are more likely to be expressed,
too."

Jim Gosey says linebreeding has been praised as the answer to
improved uniformity and consistency, but he doubts that it will
prove to be a sure cure. He contends there are just too many genes
involved to allow change to come readily, or as rapidly as most
producers would hope. Linebreeding will result in more uniformity,
but Gosey says it will take 20 years or more to have a significant
effect.

“It seems to me that the lesson from all of this is that progeny
proofs are still needed and that seedstock herds need to continue
using a mixture of proven sires and young sires,” Gosey adds.
“Commercial cattlemen should pay particular attention to buying
bulls that meet specifications regardless of relationship and perhaps
be wary of paying a premium for closely related bulls.”



In July Randy Mills was named co-winner
of the 1998 Beef   Improvement Federation
Outstanding Commercial Producer Award.

producer stresses the
importance of utilizing
highly accurate EPDs in
conjunction with the
full-brother philosophy.
According to Mills, he
only considers bulls with
high accuracies  sires
with at least 100
daughters  for ET
matings.

“I know that when we
take a known sire group
and put them with
females, their offspring
ought to be fairly
consistent,” Mills says. “It
won’t be exact, but it will

be more consistent than what I was previously doing.”
Dolezal agrees with this calculated approach. “It’s taking some of

the guesswork out and is putting predictability in through the use of
genetic tools, including  EPDs and similar genetics,” she says.

To obtain full brothers, Mills works directly with a seedstock
producer, purchasing embryos out of a predetermined mating. Every
year a new mating is formulated to get a fresh set of brothers. To
avoid future inbreeding problems, Mills doesn’t repeat previous ET
combinations.

The embryos are placed in Mills’ commercial cows on the ranch.
After calving, Mills retains all of the male flush mates, while the ET
heifer calves are sent back to the seedstock producer.

Mills then raises and develops each set of full brothers for use
within his own commercial herd, for which he utilizes both fall and
spring calving seasons. Young, inexperienced full brothers 
yearlings and 18-month-olds  receive limited time in the pasture.
As the full siblings mature and reach 2 years of age, they are
considered veterans and are used extensively,

In the pasture, full brothers or flush mates run as family sire
groups. Females are pasture exposed, pregnancy checked and remain
with similarly bred females. Offspring are identified at birth and
tagged according to sire family,

building better females. He believes it’s important to review several
criteria, including milk, marbling and  backfat.

Mills looks at the female’s  EPDs, in addition to her visual
conformation, when selecting a donor cow. Likewise, potential sires
are identified from American Angus Association sire evaluation data.
The Sire Evaluation Report serves as an excellent resource for sorting
and then evaluating EPDs and accuracies, he says.

“In my program, full brothers are formulated using deeply
stacked pedigrees with high accuracies on both the male and female

sides,” he says. “I try to
put the same genotypes
and phenotypes together
to come up with a closer
known animal that can
be used with more
predictability.”

This commercial brother Angus sires with high-accuracy EPDs to get a better product.

Using brothers to build daughters
With a primary objective of improving his herd’s maternal

characteristics, udder quality tops Mills’ priority list. Other measures
include improving fertility and maintaining fleshing ability, As for
visual attributes, Mills says he is looking for uniformity and eye
appeal in the mature daughters, ideally in a  1,150-pound (lb.)
package.

“I think that overall the full-brother concept is going to help the
accuracy and predictability in my cow herd,” Mills says. “And it
appears that, with the first set of heifers, we have done that. I won’t
say that the calves are all peas in a pod, but there is a lot of
similarity.”

Dolezal adds, “There are some advantages to adding uniformity to
the cow herd in terms of cow size, mothering ability and milk
production, as opposed to just guessing and picking bulls all over the
board. This really sets an example for trying to hit a window of
acceptability on genetics that will work at the cow-calf level.”

Currently most of the daughters sired by full brothers are going
back into Mills’ commercial herd. In time, he plans to offer females
for sale. The animals not kept as replacements are sent to Liberal,
Kan., and are fed out at Supreme Feeders. Mills, who has been
retaining ownership on calves since 1984, is just beginning to track
carcass data on the offspring of the full brothers.

Time as a challenge
It’s an undeniable fact genetic improvement takes time. Mills

admits this has been his greatest frustration in implementing the
full-brother concept. This commercial cattleman now understands
firsthand the length of time it takes to get daughters into production.

“You can figure that more than four years will pass from the time
an egg is placed into a cow, the bull is raised and his daughters go
into production,” he says. Plan on another 24 months before the next
generation matures.

As the industry is moving toward producing a more uniform and
consistent end product, Mills believes his strategy of using  full-
brother sires has put his commercial program on the right track.

"It's been a slow process for genetic change,” he says. “But I know
where I’m heading. It’s just taking a long time to get there.”
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